Oude Waal 4E
1011BX Amsterdam
The Netherlands

We are hiring! Come and help us providing the chance to explore
entrepreneurship to everyone as …

Lead
Startup Advisor / Trainer
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

You are one of the main faces on the DELITELABS floor working directly with our participants
You know all the startup & design thinking tools inside out and are able to master new ones
You are good in explaining things in the most simple way possible
You are experienced in advising businesses and/or startups and are a solid all-round consultant
You are capable to lead and facilitate groups of up to 20 people
If you have to, you can help structuring business plans
You are committed to constantly evolving and improving our program and delivery, together with
our program manager
You manage the relationships between our startup teams and our mentors
You like inclusion and are happy to work with a group of diverse cultural backgrounds and levels
of experience
You understand the power of the crowd and networked collaboration is in your DNA
You are committed and looking forward to growing DELITELABS into perhaps the world’s first
subsidy independent inclusive social incubator
Ideally we would work together as ZZPers until the end of the year before we jointly decide to
move forward together
You should have at least 5 years of relevant experience – but be our guest to prove us wrong!
You should be available at least 4 days per week on average

As part of the DELITELABS core team you can expect …
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

One of the most purpose and meaningful jobs in the Amsterdam region where you can unleash
and grow your PROFESSIONAL TALENT, while creating DIRECT IMPACT through working with
refugees and unemployed locals
A welcoming, warm and 100% inclusive atmosphere and lively entrepreneur community
An inspiring working place in a theatre at the Royal Tropical Institute
Every day to be different – there is always something happening here at DELITELABS
An open, collaborative and knowledge sharing team of professionals – all with high-level
experience of the corporate world - who have now discovered the light side of the Force!
A startup environment – we are a startup ourselves and we love to work with aspiring
entrepreneurs
To be part of an exciting journey to develop the best practices for migrant entrepreneurship in
Europe (we are part of a relevant EU consortium on that topic)

We are looking forward to getting to know you! APPLY NOW
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